
HISTORICAL NOTES ON RUSSIAN NATIONALISM

Russian nationalism, the Russian version of nationalism, promotes the celebration, . Romantic Russian nationalist
themes appeared in art, such as the historical . Of note, the term nationalism in Russia often refers to extremist
nationalism.

Thus far, the majority has chosen territory. This deeply entrenched ethnic identification among Russian
citizens would appear to militate against the project of a new, post-ethnic Russian community. In terms of a
usable past, they all refuse to categorize either the Soviet era or the Tsarist period in any unidimensional
manner. Given the strongly nationalist moods that also prevail among the non-Russian republics and ethnic
groups, the stage is set for collision. Thus, even if the agenda of the westernizing elite had been successfully
implemented, the cultural break perelom would have made the restoration of coherence to the new Russian
state a daunting task  Thus present conditions in Russia are not conducive to consolidating democratic ideas
and institutions. Yet perhaps the most grievous loss inflicted on Russia was in psychological terms. Therein
lies the curious character of Russian nationalism in this early new century: largely porous in respect of
majority-minority relations except in a few spheres of public life , but strongly identifying with, and
committed to, the defence of the entirety of the territory of Russia. For example, in Belgium the national
pension fund was divided along ethnic lines among the French-speaking Walloons and the Dutch-speaking
Flems. How two casesâ€”Russian pan-Slavism in and great power nationalism in â€”shows how aggressive
nationalist ideas clearly influenced Russian foreign policy and contributed to decisions to go to war. As a
result of this reversed sequence of national development, from the sixteenth century to the present, the concept
of Russianness became blurred with that of empire. Sigmund Freud once observed that humanity always lives
in the past and guided by the past is constantly thinking about the future; humanity never lives in the present.
The historic reality is that nationalism, a force that has been present on the European scene at least since the
Reformation, continues to be the dominant political force that endows polities with the essential consensus and
sense of cohesion without which they cannot function  However, this apparent apathy should not be confused
with the profound rejection of the current Russian reality. Since 19th century, the Germans of Russia have
been instrumental on supporting Russian nationalist ideology emergence, with Germans leaders of Imperial
Russia promoting Russian expansionist behaviors. Crimea and Ukraine â€” exacerbating as they do the
tension between blood and territory â€” will certainly affect the prospects and timetable of such
destabilization. Senator The nature of Russian nationalism fascinates, but its make-up is insufficiently
understood. Much nationalist sentiment could be contained or assuaged if moderation and common sense
prevailed. Au contraire: Russians lived alongside other religions and cultures for centuries, fully integrating
non-Russian elites into the common state hierarchy. And where are their frontiers to the north, the east, the
south and the setting sun? However, it is often mixed up with " fascism " in Russia. Xenophobic and
nationalist rhetoric once considered unacceptable arrived with a vengeance and, indeed, gained respectability
inconceivable only a year ago  But Europe does not consider Russia to be European. A few days after
Orthodox Christmas, Primakov attended a gathering organized by Alexii, bringing churchmen, officers, and
intellectuals together. The fate of the Ukrainian question will clearly also feed this search. The future of this
new Russia remains unknown, but competing variants of Russian nationalism today are key to shaping that
future. The church became a common source of Russian pride and nationalism. The waves of Slavic
immigrants from Central Asia and the perception of the oppression of Russians in the Baltic states and the
titular republics of the Russian Federation rekindled an imperial version of pan-Slavism. More recent
antisemitic, supremacist and neo-fascist organizations include Pamyat , Russian National Socialist Party and
others. What Western actions might help or hinder the impact of aggressive nationalism on Russian
international behavior? Thus, liberalization of prices in Russia did not lead to an explosion in production,
rational prices, or an individual-based society. The use of nationalist rhetoric, laced with doses of antiwestern
verbiage will most likely dominate the political discourse in Russia as the Yeltsin era comes to an end. In our
immediate living consciousness we continue to be split in two, and this half-heartedness lies like a heavy stone
on our whole being and on all our endeavors. Having lived through the political violence of both Stalin and
Hitler, the Russian people make poor material for the anti-status quo politics of fascists. The absence of a
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politically recognized Russian nation in Russia makes the state weaker and increases the symbolic role of the
political leader, who must in turn personalize the unity of the implicit nation, while publicly defending the
multiethnic character of the country. We [are treated as] a guest of Europe. It also ties Russian unity
dangerously to the quality, decisions and fortunes of the leader. This sense of defeat and betrayal was
reinforced by the decision of the United States to hold naval exercises off the Crimean peninsula and later by
the strong support of the Clinton administration for the Baku-Ceyhan oil pipeline, despite repeated statements
by the oil industry that the project had no economic grounding. While freely admitting the shortcomings of the
previous eras, they invariably stress the accomplishments of Russia and its people under both the Soviet and
Tsarist regimes. Rather, what seems to prevail is a collective taboo setting very firm psychological and
behavioural boundaries for political elites. A thicker Russian patriotic posture predominated in the military
command and in the secret services.


